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“Where do we turn when everything turns against us? When we're crushed? When we can't take it
any longer? What does it mean to try and find strength deep down inside ourselves? What does it
mean to try to cope and not become defeated?” Ten years ago, Makoto Ebdane was a high school
senior who lived in a world of violence and injustice. Ten years ago, she was told to "forget
everything". Twelve years ago, she was forced into a time-loop. What caused this living hell? Where
does she end up after 12 years? A man from six years ago. A man from yesterday. A man from
tomorrow. Follow your heart FEATURES Career system Use any job you like in the 6 senses and make
the most of your potential at your new workplace Discover the story of 6 years Play with 6 different
characters Feel, act and dialogue in 6 different senses Incredible visual design and characters Deep
gameplay system: how to interpret each action, each movement, each scene. Access to a
progression system and a handbook of the characters of the game Fully voiced audio track with
multiple languages (Spanish, English, German, French, Italian) Original soundtrack by famous
composer Jeff Russo (album Life of Luna) Editable career Each sense represents a profession, a job
that you can take Spend your earnings from your career in that sense on a house, clothes, pets, car,
travel and earn an income for the next 12 years Skill trees Each sense requires a particular type of
character to occupy them Each type of occupation will let you improve certain skills according to
their needs Physical point system Each sense has points to distribute at the end of the game A
character gain the same amount of points at the same time regardless of their sense Can be
distributed among the senses to get a better feel for each sense Infinite game, rewind the time,
restart the game... FEATURES Experience the story of 6 years, 12 years, 20 years, 60 years, 120
years, 10 000 years Visual design and characters Sensory style gameplay 6 original characters
Gameplay sense system Progression system of the character The book of this game The soundtrack
The official game
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Features Key:
5E fantasy setting
Races of divergent vision

Fantasy Grounds is a free rule set - you do not need to own a copy of
the Dungeons & Dragons rules to play or run a game. Just install
Fantasy Grounds on your desktop computer to play. Buy a physical
copy of the Dungeons & Dragons rules (whether a boxed set or for
individual rulebooks) to support the development of Fantasy
Grounds if you want to do more than a single playtest.
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